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Sittin 1 on the steps Seventeen students 
arrested at the 'pits' 
By Angela Comacchioli 
Comment staff 
Seventeen students were 
arrested by Bridgewater Police for 
trespassing on the land adjacent 
to the Shea/Durgin dorms 
Thursday night. 
According to the prosecutor, 
·i Sgt. Everett Bresciani, a group of 
students "were .congregating, 
'drinking and having a bonfire." 
Laurence Spector, one of the 
owners of the land, had gone 
down to the land asking students 
to leave. Most of the students 
ignored the warning. 
At about 10 p.m. five 
Bridgewater police cruisers arrived 
at the scene. One car drove in the 
path causing . most students to 
The 17 ~tudents arrested were 
held on 15 dollars cash bail.· 
Friday morning the students' 
· cases were heard at the Brockton 
District Court where they were 
charged with trespassing. 
Students admitted to trespassing 
and were found not guilty by the 
judge. The case will be continued 
for 30 days at which time they 
will have no records. They wer_e 
each fined 25 dollars for court 
fees.··· 
The area, better known by 
students as "the pits" and "the 
·path," is owned by Spector and 
Ursula Garfield. Six years ago 
they bought the 20 acres of land 
which their home is on. 
A perfect foll day. As September slowly fades away into October students Amy Wedge, 
Traci Namenson and Steve Kerman share a stoop in front of the Campus Center. (Staff 
I flee towards the donns only to be 
met by officers heading into the 
woods making arrests. . 
According to Garfield this has 
not been the first time that they 
have had to ask students to leave. 
Within the past four years they 
cont. on p. 2 
photo by Kirk Van Dyke) Bridgewater to go 'cold turkey' 
New dorms are right on schedule By Bryon Hayes 
Commcnr staff 
Sunday through Friday." 
This, as Kenny sa.\d, i.s 1'art 
of the effort "to promote Campus~ 
wide awareness" of the problems 
of drinking, and that students can 
have a good time while being 
sober. 
U U. lllfll!lW! .llLUI HiiJMllJilllllJ 111 ll 1tWI I 1 r.t tt •. ,...----·~ .. 
Three hundred tw~nty-n1ne new residents 
By David Flannery 
Comment staff 
After having begun con-
struction in June. the Massa-
chusetts State College Building 
Authority (MSCBA) has come a 
long way in their construction of 
1 the new dormitory building at the 
lower end of the Great Hill. 
According to the Director of 
Housing, Mela Dutka, the 
progress that they are making is 
both on schedule and very good. 
A major factor contributing to 
the rapid construction has been 
the good weather conditions 
which have allowed the 
work-crews to progress at a rate 
of "approximately one floor every 
two weeks." Since progress is 
going so well, the new dorm 
building is tentatively scheduled 
to be completed by next August, 
;.. with students moving in next 
summer. 
The building itself will be foilr 
stories high, with• the first floor 
being a combination of suite 
rooms, recreational areas, and a 
general public area. The housing 
office will also be moving to the 
new building'. 
On the outside, a combination 
of grass and trees, along with 
cont. onp. 3 
The week of October 16 
:through 21, ~ the eyes of 
many· hopeful members of the 
college. will run differently from 
any other week this year~ 
Students, faculty and members of 
the administration will take part 
in the week long event in honor 
of . the nationwide National 
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week. 
There will be a sign up for 
"Cold Turkey Week" at the 
Shea-Durgin Residence Halls on 
October 12, and at the Great Hill 
Apartments the next day. Any 
other student incerested can sign 
up all week long at the Campus 
Center Informatiort Booth. 
·Yearbooks delayed until November? 
This is the second year that the 
College has offered this program 
to all aspects of the campus. The 
program will begin on October 
12 and end on October 21. 
This event, which is being 
sponsored, in Bridgewater, by the 
Alcohol Task Force, will run 
under the heading "Cold Turkey 
When a student signs up to 
pledge an "alcohol free week," 
they will receive a free pin, and 
their name will automatically be 
entered into a raffle. The prize 
being featured will be "turkey 
sandwiches with all the fixings." 
Editor Pettit looks forward to his fourth term 
By:BdWard 
Com.ment staff 
of the Yearbook is a long process 
involving many deadlines. Each 
year the Yearbook staff prepares 
The 1987-1988 Yearbooks have the individual pages and then 
not been published yet and send~ in a portion of them at a 
Yearbook Editor Ron Pettit isn't time to an outside publisher. 
exactly sure when they will be in once· a portion is sent it is put 
the hands of students. together into a· 16 page signature · 
Pettit states, "We're still in the essentially a small booklet. 
proof stage, so we don't know Wl)en a signature is completed 
exactly when we're getting the · the company sends two sets of 
books. We may get them at the . proofs back to the Yearbook 
end of October. We may get office to be examined for errors. 
them at the beginning of After the correction stages are 
November. We're not exactly completed, the signatures are 
sure." bourid together to form the 
He claims that the reason for the hardbound yearbook. The 87-88 
delay, which _is not as great as book is still in the proof stage. 
experienced with last year's The publishing company 
books, is that he and his staff through which Pettit is having 
missed their deadlines. "Each the books printed is Taylor 
time we miss a.deadline," Pettit Publishing Company of Dallas, 
· admits, "the books get delayed." Texas. This is the same 
Pettit explains· that production company which printed · the 
troubled 1986-1987 yearbook. Week." According to Pamela On Wednesday, October 12, 
there will be an ice cream social 
with film at Shea-Durgin starting 
at 8:00 p.m. ·This event is 
sponsored by Students Against 
Drunk Driving. 
Last year Pettit complained that Kenny, the program's director, 
Taylor was performing less than there will be numerous localized 
satisfactory service. He had to events in the residence halls, as 
return the book they printed well as "a pledge to give up 
because of numerous defects. But · drinking fo ·the entire week; 
occmfilng w Peilit he.hu~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
straightened out all the problems 
he encountered with Taylor last 
year and is planning on working 
with Taylor on this coming 
·year's book even though he still 
has yet to go through the state 
contract bid process. 
Pettit speaks highly of the new 
book. "I think in the 88, we 
refined what we did in the 87. 87 
had all the major changes," he 
states. These major changes 
involved, among other things, 
full. color photographs and 
advanced layout techniques. 
The 1988-1989 book, which he 
cont. onp. 3 
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Seventeen students arrested at the- pits 
cont.fromp. l 
have had problems with students 
·partying on their land. 0 The past 
two years the land has turned into 
a dump. When we first moved 
here it was a beautiful piece of 
property, now I won't even let 
my kids go out there." 
Students have complained that 
they didn't see any 'No 
Trespassing' signs on the land. 
Several signs have been posted 
over the years and according to 
Sgt. Bresciani, "if people tear 
the signs down it's not the 
owner's fault. People are 
responsible to know if the land is 
private or not" 
In the residence hall signs have 
also been posted by the college to 
warn students. 
Garfield feels that they got their 
message across this. time. The 
only question left ts how long 
will students remember this 
episode before they decide to 
party at the pits again. 
Hanover teachers protesting Fox. Striking Hanover teachers gamer outside of Burrill lost 
week. <Staff photo by Charles Tsouproke). 
Hanover Protest spills over on Burrill 
By Joe Sherman 
Contributor 
Last Tuesday. at 4:00, striking 
teachers from Hanover demon-
strated in front of the Burrill 
Avenue Academic Building. The 
subject of this protest was Dr. 
Robert Fox, a part-time professor 
at Bridgewater State College, 
whose classes meet in that the 
Burrill Avenue Building. Fox is 
also the Superintendent of the 
Hanover Public School System 
The teachers, who have since 
returned to work, were upset by 
the fact that Fox was teaching at superintendent to see to their 
BSC and not focusing his needs, which they felt included a 
attention on negotiating their raise in salary. 
contracts. 
As required by state law, the 
The teachers' strike, which Campus Police were on the scene 
ended Monday, had been going on to ensure a peaceful demon-
for two weeks. Apparently, when stration. 
it seemed that the teachers were 
getting nowhere with their strike, When asked to comment abobt 
they found out that Fox was the teacher's demonstration, 
teaching at the college, part-time. David Wilson of the Office of 
Fox is an instructor of school Public Affairs said, "I feel· that 
finance for the Continuing the teachers did this only to 
Education Program. embarrass Fox and to show their 
The teachers feel that it is displeasure with him teaching at 
Fox's responsibiltiy as the Bridgewater.u 
,-: ... ,,.,,, ,, -,, 
-· 
Announcing Another Resource Especially For You In 
Edmund J. Haughey Academic Advising & Freshman Center. 
Monday-Friday. 9:00 AM. - 3:00 P.M. 
*PEER ADVISORS* 
Are Now Available To Help With: 
*REGISTRATION CONCERNS* 
*QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CAMPUS* 
*HELP WITH ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS*· 
*REFERENCES TO NEEDED RESOURCES* 
MUCH MUCH MOREi 
The Freshman Center Is Located, In The Maxwell Library. 
For further Information Come To The Center Or Call 
Extension 1214. 
CONTACT 
Sanda Cri stoun 
Craig De Mel lo 
Paul ajo Gaines 
Michael Ryder 
Janet Wa 1 ker 
Karen Modano 
By the Way ... 
Voter Registration 
On Tuesday, October 4, and Wednesday, October 5, a 
voter registration drive was held to allow Bridgewater 
students to be able to vote in the November Presidential · 
Election. 
According to Paula Ellis, the representative of 
MassPIRG to the college and the director of this event, 
over 180 have been registered so far. The group is 
hoping for a total of 200 by the end of their drive. 
Students who did not register during this drive, but 
wish to vote may register by contacting the Elections 
Commission in bridgewater. 
The event, which was sponsored by MassPIRG and 
SGA, is the second year such an event was held. It is 
hoped that this event will become an annual practice. 
ompla1nt 
Congressman Curtis Landsberger has officially 
submitted a complaint to the Student Court, concerning 
the former Student Government Association's Treasurer 
Sharon Cignetti. 
The complaint, which was turned in earlier this week, 
stated that Landsberger requested _a~ investigation of 
Cignetti's actions while holding the 1 treasurer's position. 
He believed that she "abused the priviledges and 
responsibilities of her office through bias against certain 
Recognized Student Organizations (RSO)." He later said 
that this involved Cignetti's alleged delaying of checks to· 
clubs, once the monies were allocated. 
Lands berger, in his complaint, stated that through 
these biases and personal motive actions, he does not 
believe "Cignetti is fit or entitled to hold a position on the 
SGA.'' 
Lands berger said that he can back up these allegations.· 
with members from certain RSO's, and is prepared to do 
so. 
There has not been a date set to detennine when and if 
the Student Court will hear this case. 
SGA Announces Dates for Elections 
Elections Director Tobi Krasnow has announced dates 
for the Final Elections, in which candidates will run to 
determine who will gain Congressional and other 
positions. These dates will be Wednesday, O~tober 12 
and Thursday, October 13. Students will be able to vote 
at the poll which will be located in front of the 
bookstore. The poll will be open from 9 a.m. until 3 
p.m. each day. 
Mystery Photo Answer 
. The mystery photo; which appeared· in last week's 
issu~, was a photogr~ph of the sign in front of Pope 
Residence Hall. The sign was the one which welcomed 
the public to Bridgewater State College. 
Thought for the Week 
Remember, no matter how caring and interested one a~ts about another person's well-being, there is a 
. difference between being concerned and being nosy. j 
:···································································~ 
. . 
l!J U Ljll L. 
Campus Security 
Questionnaire Form 
Some concerned students and College Administrators have 
been meeting to review the feasibility of a Campus Student 
Security Assistance Program. Below are some questions that 
the group would like to get more information about before 
developing the final proposal for a program. We would 
appreciate it if you would take the time to fill out the survey 
below and return it to the Office of Student Services, the 
Comment, 
Please circle the appropriate answer(s): 
1. Is there a need for a student security Assistance 
Program? 
A. Yes 
B. No (if 'no,' stop here)· 
2. Would you use the Walking Security/Escort 
Service if it was made available to you? 
A. Yes 
B.No 
3. If so, should the program concist of: 
A. A walking security program as 
a visible deterrent 
B. An escort program from 
location to location on the 
campus. 
C. A combination of both. 





D. All week 
5. What hours would be best for the program to 
operate? 
A. 6 p.m. to 12 a.m. 
B. 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
C. 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
J). . 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. 
"llltittlli!l&ll!lfiillllll!llllU lldil~""' ~lft.11 UY ! Vlf.ftl. nt~ ·11 n:• a 
6. If it were possible. would you support SGA 
funding the BAT campus Transit System on 
Saturday and Sunday evenings? 
A. Yes 
B. Np 
7. If you have any further comments, suggestions, 
please write them here. 
Please return this survey to the designated locations by 





How to start 
your law career 
Defore you start 
lawsChool. 
Start with the Kaplan LSAT 
prep course. After taking 
Kaplan, thousands of LSAT 
students score between 40 and 
48. And those scores give you 
the best shot at getting into the 
school of your choice and going 
to the top firms or corporations. 
Call today. 
I KAPLAN 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL aNTER LTD. 






The Great American 
Smokedut~ Nov. 17. 
-
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New dorms are right on schedule 
cont.fromp. 1 
possible park benches, is what 
Dutka hopes will create a 
"park-like" atmosphere. 
The new dorms are going to 
house 392 students in the form of 
two bedroom suites, with each 
bedroom holding two students. It 
is anticipated that the building 
will be occupied by upper-
classmen and that it will be 
co-ed, although no finalizations 
have yet been made. 
As for dining, students will 
have to walk to one of the other 
dining halls, either at Shea-
Durgin or the Flynn Dining 
Commons at Tillinghast Hall. 
Out of the 392 students who 
will live in the new dorms, only 
40 will be new and additior.al 
students. The other 250 students 
will come from a reduction in the 
number of students at the 
existing dormitories where any 
congested conditions might exist. 
Because of this, there will be 
no increase number of students in 
the classrooms, and no additional 
parking areas will be necessary. 
As Dutka puts it, "we are not 
increasing the size of the 
institution." 
With the opening of the new 
dormitory suites only a year 
away, Dutka is hoping that the 
result will be a pleasant 
"community feeling,'' since that 
is the goal for which the 
architects and those planning the 
project have been aiming. 
Yearbooks delayed until November? 
cont.fromp. J President Marcia Medeiros is not just the Ron Pettit 
and his staff have just started to expected to reappoint him in the Yearbook," he states. "I don't 
work on, will be Pettit's fourth near future. want this one to be another look 
y~arbook. here at BSC as Pettit is proud of his · at BSC from Ron Pettit's 
Yearbook Editor. He became accomplishments over the past perspective." 
Editor as a freshman in 1985. three years, but is ap·parently Pettit fondly refers to his current 
Because the Yearbook is an SGA looking forward to something staff as "a small but dedicated 
project rather than a club, Pettit's newer and even more challenging group of people." But he is 
editorial position is appointed in the next book. He is stressing always looking for help and 
rather than elected. (All other information gathering to his new encourages anyone interested in 
clubs and organizations elect staff. "We're looking for input the Yearbook to stoµ by the 
th~iL-()Wil officer$), SGA , from the.college community. It's office next to the Bookstore 
COME AND EXPERIENCE 
GEOGRAPHY AWARENESS .. WEEK! 
NOV l4TH TO THE 20TH 
The Earth Science and Geography Dept. 
is looking for volunteers to assit in 
preparing different dishes of any type 
for an International Lunch being held 
at Noon on November 16th in Room 309 
of theScience Building. If interested, please 
contact Dr. Verno·n Doiningo at 697-1390 
-·· 
,,,,, •,:;.j' 
0 c E A N 
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TAKE A BITE 
OUT OF 
YOUR TUITION 
UNJTED PARCEL SERVICE 
... for Unlimited PotentiaIS 
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer 
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ATTENTION PIZZA FREAKS 
IT'S A PIZZA PARTY 
COME TO TI-IE RATHSKELLER ON OCTOBER 6, BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 4:30-6:30pm and 8:00-10:00 AND RECEIVE TIIREE 
COUPONS GOOD FOR FREE SAMPLES OF MORRISON1S CUSTOM MANAGEMENT'S NEW AND DELICIOUS HOMEMADE . 
PIZZA. 
od news 
REGULAR LARGE PIZZA WILL BE OFFERED AT "HALE"PRICEALLNIGHTLONG!··· · . 
MEAL TICKETSWII.LBEACCEPIBDFOR SMALL PIZZAS UNTIL 8:00pm, ON TIIAT NIGHT ONLY. 
MORRISON CUSTOM MANAGEMENT WILL BE ON HAND TO ACCEPT FEEDBACK CONCERNING THE "NEW PIZZA" 
I 
HEY! DON'T FORGET THE 
RATHSKELLER'S OTHER 
DELICIOUS MENU ITEMS. 
MEAL CARDS MAY BE USED FOR SMALL PIZZAS BETWEEN ~:30 and 6:30pm., Monday - Friday. 
NORMAL HOURS OF OPERATION'OF FOOD SERVICE: 
Mon-Wed. 4:00-10:30pm 
Thursday 4:00-11 :30pm 
Friday 4:00-12:00pm 
Late night munchies? Come down on Saturdays 8:00-12:00am 
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Viewpoint 
How safe do you feel? 
It's late- after 1 :30 a.m. While 
walking across campus, heading 
back to the dorm, you notice a group 
of people walking towards you. 
How safe do you feel? 
Arriving at the dorm, you notice a 
shattered window and a broken 
door. How secure do you feel? 
These are two questions which 
students of Bridgewater State 
College may want to ask themselves. 
During the month of September, 
there was an increasing amount of 
vandalism across the campus, and a 
decreasing amount of security 
patrolling the grounds. · 
Resident hall security is a 
problem, for this is where most of 
the damage occurs. There are not 
enough people to successfully curtail 
the destructive attitudes of some 
drunken students. 
The current staffs in the residence 
halls are nearing, or have passed, the 
point of being overworked. They are 
being relied on too heavily to carry 
the weight of a bigger staff, which is 
needed. · 
There are those students who state 
that they do not want more securi~y 
in the residence halls, and complam 
about the current 'strictness' of the 
security teams. The one oversight 
these narrow-minded students are 
missing is that they will be paying 
for the damages their friends 
commit; the money will come out of 
everyone1s wallet. 
For instance, the first weekend 
students returned to the campus, 
numerous cars had the~r tires slashed 
in the Kelly Gym parking lot. The 
gym also has had a pair of cracked 
windows and one door knocked off 
its hinges. 






their share of damages. From patrols in order to gain a sense that 
shattered fire doors to emptied fire there are people on the campus who 
extinguishers and false frre alarms t.o will not tolerate these immature and broken glass bottles, damage is destructive behaviors and attitudes. . h 
continuing to be reported. Once they make their presence tn + e ·(, kd u 7 And the list goes on. known, var~d~ls may .think twice +he SfVdems who e eG 'ftJ " Bu.t~cr .. ··e· .. ~r.e .. ··.·.c~~~s.e~?-~m~~~·~•••••~~~~----~~~~--~-~~---~~~-IO!l!<I. itlllll, ... """'" ..,_Ju;t...:s~r·e~wu.:s~1b~a~.t ..... 1bJ.1. . .ai;;e~s"fi...i· ~~e~J:l~IJ.i.i.Je~. ""'a;µ,t""'~ ..... n~.Q~t~""a .. n,.,,.d'""°'ldMila~t;1-eg~~ . ,ac.t.s •... ,...... ., . ·· ··· doing their job. This is because there But until a stronger sense of is, for all intents and purpo,ses, no security is organized, the problems 
security staff. .· will continue on their cun-ent course. Last year, there were security The overall point is that the patrols who walked across the .security force needs to organize itself 
Didn't we already vote? 
campus. This year, however, their effectively before a serious problem . ---------------numbers are diminished. Residence or injury results. They need to find hall security has decreased, with students who will be willing to put CONTEND ERE fewer people guardingthe entrances in the hours demanded and have the 
to the dorms. capabilities to handle problematic ~~~~:~t ~~f~urns, III But, security had better increase situations. 
their numbers quickly. In light of the 
recent damages to the campus~ it 
appears that these problems will get 
worse. Since mere is little security, 
vandals know that they can get away 
with such acts. 
. This needs to be .done quickly 
before any ·more damage is done~ 
This needs to be done while 
Bridg~water State College still has a 
cal11pus worth salvaging. · 
I was rather hoping that I would be able 
to address some more positive subjects 
this year. but, apparently. I'm not going 
to get that opportunity; 
Frankly, I thought that the MassPIRG 
issue was closed at the end of last year. 
Some peopie, though, seem to be 
experiencing severe memory loss: 
Corrections Policy Is it my imagination, or did a student 
referendum ta1ce place here last semester? 
A referendum· which Mass- "we're so 
concerned with.· students'. rights"- PIRG 
fought against from ·day one. A 
referendum in which we, the students, 
stated by a nearly 3-1 margin (559-205) 
that we did not. want to fund a PIRG 
We make our best effort to produce a quality, error free newspaper. Readers are 
encouraged to inform us of factual errors. or errors of ommission, by calling us 
at (508) 697-1200, ext. 2158. When justified, corrections will be published 
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chapter based on this campus. 
Unfortunately, some people couldn't 
· take the hint. Scott Faria's letter to the 
Editor last week (9/29) was a truly 
ingenious little propoganda piece. 
Luckily for us, we students are not 
nearly so stupid as he would have us 
believe we are. 
To begin with, I'd love to know where 
he got his definition of "fa~isn:i." It 
certainly doesn't match the one m any 
dictionary I've been able to find. 
Webster's New Universal Unabridged 
Dictionary define's it thus: 
"a system of government ch~acte~zed 
. by a ngid one~party dictato~.h1p, for~1ble 
. suppression of the oppos1t~on (~mo~s. 
other, especially leftist. part:Ies, m1~onty 
groups, etc.), the retei:ition of pnv~te 
ownership of the means of production 
under centralized governmental control, 
• cont. on p. 7 
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Important • issues 
To the Editor: 
The Thursday, September 29 
issue of the Comment touched 
lightly on some very important 
issues facing Americans as we 
prepare to choose a new President 
of the United State on November 
8. 
After watching the presidential 
debate on Sunday, September 25, 
I became more uncomfortable 
with the Republican party and 
their candidate, George Bush. As 
expected. Bush gaffed throughout 
the debate, but even more 
seriously than many people may 
be aware of. The inarticulate Vice 
President made an obviously 
inaccurate reference to his 
.. Presidential" inauguration eight 
years ago, claimed that there is 
"nothing wrong" with being a 
.. card-carrying member of the 
ACLU" (after weeks of bashing 
Dukakis' involvement in it), 
confused already-phased-out 
weapons systems with those the 
Reagan administration still 
supports, and perhaps worst of 
all, the Vice President whined 
that "Seven administrations have 
dealt with Noriega," when in fact, 
Noriega was just learning to walk 
seven administrations ago. 
G_eorge Bush blew his first 
major decision before the 
primaries when he chose the 
inexperienced senator from 
Indiana, J. Danforth Quayle, as 
his running mate. Unfortunately, 
~ir · 1· 'JH'!,Uf~i 'Mftl!f . Ul!l'SttftH!§ · !HO 
incompetencies were clouded by 
the media when they raked him 
over the coals regarding his 
enrollment in the National Guard. 
Several other flaws in the Quayle 
record deserve more scrutiny. 
Sure, Dukakis has his 
problems. The mere mention of 
his name in New Braintree causes 
outrage. Pro-life activists hate his 
guts. But Dukakis stands on his 
own two feet as he takes blow 
after blow from various groups. 
Dukakis, as cold as many people 
may think he is, has been 
defining all along what a Dukakis 
White House would mean to the 
average American. He wants to 
institute a nationwide health care 
system so that all Americans will 
be covered in the event of illness. 
He believes that no one should 
be denied a college education just 
because their parents or spouses 
can't afford it. He is committed to 
the American dream of home 
ownership at affordable prices. He 
realizes we are wasting millions 
on high-tech weaponry we'll 
probably never use. and certainly 
can't afford. 
What has George Bush 
envisioned for the nation? He 
rarely emerges from Reagan1s 
shadow to tell us. It seems he is 
too pre-occupied with Dukc-
bashing to outline anything 
specific. After watching his T. V. 
ad criticizing Dukakis' prison 
furlough program, I couldn't help 
but think, "Fine George, effective 
negative campaigning, but I want 
to know what yo u 'v e 
accomplished, not what your 
opponent hasn't." A strong 
candidate should take pride in 
stressing his own abilities and 
accomplishments in order to rally 
national support and prove 
competence. 
Between now and November 
8, we must remember that in 
tU!"a'edtfft tl!C rrnri~/death of 
a President, the Vice President 
must take office. Voters should 
take into consideration the 
experience, background,. com-
petence, and overall qualifications 
of Dan Quayle and Lloyd 
Bentsen, the Vice Presidential 
contenders, before casting their 
vote. 
Brendan Hallisey 
Didn't we already have a vote? 
cont.fromp. 6 
belligerent nationalism and 
racism, glorification of war. 
etc ... first instituted in Italy in 
1922." 
Next, I like the way MassPIRG 
stresses that they have "chapters 
at 30 colleges across 
Massachusetts." Let's not ignore 
the fact, though, that there are 
124 colleges in the 
Commonwealth. 
As long as we're on the subject 
of disproportionate statistics, 
·there is the small matter of the 
"petition signed by more than 
400 people." Last time I checked 
my math, 400 signatures is but 
7.7% of the campus's 5200 
student population. Sorry PIRG, 
but you're 42.31 % short of a 
majority. 
My, isn't this interesting.? 
Moving· right along - PIRO 
se~ms to .be relying heavily on 
the vote of the Freshman class. 
Their reasoning for this is that, · 
11 they didn't get to vote in the 
spring." This is true but, on the 
other hand, in May there were a 
good number of graduating 
Seniors who did vote. 
Now-graduates that wouldn1t get 
to vote this time. Now-graduates 
who had :>een MassPIRG's 
parasite-like existence on this 
campus for four years. Seniors 
who felt that they, and future 
classes would have been better off 
without MassPIRG. Freshmen, 
all PIRG has shown you is the 
treats that they dangle in front of 
our noses while they reach for 
our wallets. Your numbers are 
an important part of PIRG's 
recipe, but don't be taken· in by 
the gingerbread house, because 
we11 all end up in the soup. 
The students spoke less then six 
months agot and the verdict was 
that MassPIRG should not be 
financially supported by the 
student bod:1 of this campus. 
There is no rt.ason to give them a 
retrial, just because they think 
they've stacked the jury in their .. 
favor this time. 
Even as a former member, it is 
rare that I have been able to 
compliment the SGA Congress, 
as a group, on their actions, but 
on this matter, they were 
definitely working on the side, 
and in the interests, of the 
students that elected them. 
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Ring! Ring! Who's there? 
OMNIBUS 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
All I wanted to do was place 
a phone call; that's it. No big 
deal. right? 
Not on this campus. 
While trying to call the 
Comment office several times 
on different weekends. I was 
given three standard answers, 
"there1s nobody answering the 
phone there, 11 (knowing that 
there was someone there), "it's 
busy," and "I can't connect you 
because I don't know how to 
_do that." 
Similar results occured when 
I tried to call the switchboard 
after 5 :00 p.m. to connect with 
outside line. The phone would 
ring and ring and ring, but still 
without an answer. 
Mentioning these answers to 
other friends and acquaintances, 
I was told they had received the 
same responses. They, too, had 
tried with no such luck. 
And who is in charge of this 
switchboard service after 5:00 
p.m. and on weekends? 
Yes, that's right:· Campus 
Police. 
Now, is it my mistaken, 
misguided way of expecting 
how this service should be 
run, or shouldn1t the people 
who control the switchboard 
be able to run it? 
Is "I can't connect you 
because I don't know how to 
do it" an acceptable excuse? I 
doubt it. They should know 
how. After all, it is part of 
their job. 
The other question I have is 
that why does no one pick up 
the phone when calling the 
switchboard after regular 
hours? There is supposed to be 
someone manning the phone 
lines until 11:00 p.m. So far, 
the phones are ringing. 
Not only is this an 
inconvenience to those who 
must live on campus and 
contact office buildings. ppt to 
those students who live off 
campus. If there was ever an 
emergency, wh.en a person 
calling into the campus had to 
reach an office on campus. one 
could wonder how fast these 
"operators" would learn to 
connect calls. 
MassPIRG • issue 
To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
letter in last week's Comment in 
which it was implied that the 
Congressmen who voted against 
the MassPIRG question are 
facists. There are two· basic 
points on which: Mr. Faria's letter 
was based; both of which are 
unfounded 
First. apparently Mr. Faria 
knows.·Iittle about representative 
democracy and the definition of a 
republic. A republic is a govern-
ment in which power resides in a 
body of citizens entitled to vote 
and is exercized by elected officers 
and representatives responsible to 
them. 
Speaking for myself, as one of 
the Congressmen who voted 
against the motion, I did so 
because I thought last year's 
referendum was conclusive and 
the issue was closed. But my 
reason, or the other Congress-
men's reasons are not the issue. 
The point is, that as an elected 
representative of the students of 
BSC. I voted according to my 
conscience and beliefs. 
When I was elected by the 
students, I was empowered by 
them to represent them, and vote 
on their behalf. I have done so. If 
at any time the students believe I 
no longer represent their views~ 
then they. will not reelect me. 
This is the foundation of 
representative democracy. I, as I 
stated before, can only vote 
according to my conscience. 
That, as I see it, is my 
responsibility. I deeply resent the 
implication that I am a fascist. 
This unfounded and ignorant slur 
only serves to reveal Mr. Faria's 
obvious lack of knowledge. 
Secondly, Mr. Faria bases his 
·implication on the "fact" that the 
MassPIRG motion was defeated 
after a petition was presented 
with approximately 400 sig-
natures in its supports. Mr. Faria 
If these operators truly do 
not know how to connect 
inter-campus calls, don't you 
think it is time these people 
le.arned? How difficult can it be 
to press a f~w buttons and 
transfer a call? If recent results 
are any indication, the answer 
is 'extremely difficult.' 
The answers which I and 
many others have received 
proves this answer. It appears 
that we are becoming 
nuisances; disturbances to the 
Campus Police crew's nightly 
routine. For that, I suppose we 
should be sorry. But 
remember. the campus docs 
not, like other 'businesses,' 
shut down after 5:00 p.m. 
Therefore, we are not. 
There are those, however, 
who have been polite and 
helpful in connecting my and 
other people's calls. To those 
very, very few people, I thank 
and congratulate you. To the 
olhers, I suggest you learn, and 
learn fast. The. quote, "those 
v ho can not do- teach" seems 
fitting ; except that you people 
have never taught. 
Campus Police: the phone 
is still ringing ... 
• clos.ed lS 
obviously forgot about the 
results of the referendum last 
semester in which MassPIRG 
lost 559 against to ··205 in favor. 
Docs lhis not represent \he. w\ \\ 
of the students? 
Does Mr. Faria suggest that a 
referendum be held every 
semester? A referendum cannot be 
held every time ·someone is 
disappointed because their side of 
·an issue loses. That iS not what a 
republic is all about. It would be 
chaos if this type of procedure 
was followed. The issue would 
never be resolved. 
· The bottom line is that 
MassPIRG lost last semester in a 
referendum and their suppportcrs 
don't like it. Well, they may not 
like it, but the issue is· closed -
sealed by the votes of students 
last semester. And I for one, am 
not going to vote to reopen it. 
Christopher Perra 
Congressman-at-Large 
Who is the Michael Dukakis? 
To the Editor: 
In response to Jim· Senyszyn's 
letter · in the September 29th 
edidon of The Comment, in 
which Mr. Senyszyn asked the 
question of who is Dan Quayle, I 
propose this question; who is 
Mike Dukakis? 
Mike Dukakis is an arrogant 
elitist who thinks that he is 
smarter than the American public 
and that he has the answers to all 
of this countryrs problems. 
Governor Dukakis feels that 
increased spending for welfaret 
requiring all employers to provide 
health care for their employees, 
signing a bill that increased auto 
insurance rates is beneficial to the 
average citizen. 
Although the liberals criticize 
George B.ush about L TC Oliver 
North and Sen. Dan Quayle, are 
we so quick to forget former 
Bridgewater State College Presi-
dent Indelicato~ who was 
Dukakis' top educational adviser, 
now serving a prison sentence for 
forgery and selling land that 
belonged to the college~ Let us 
also' not forget another Dukakis 
appointee. Chancellor Franlclin 
Jenifer, who proposed the current 
tuition increase for state 
colleges. 
Dukalds will not admit that he 
is a liberal, in spite of the fact 
that he has the typical platform. 
He is in favor of gun control, 
opposes the death penalty for 
first-degree murderers, is in favor 
of g1vmg them weekend 
furloughs, and is weak on 
defense. 
On his campaign, Dukakis 
speaks of inheriting a 11 fiscal 
mess" from the Reagan Ad.~·.i.nis­
tration. while he couldn't balance 
the budget in his own state. It 
seems that Michael Dukakis has 
duped the American people as he 
has done in Massachusetts, with 
a .. campaign that is long on talk 
and short on substance. 
Perhaps Mr. Senyszyn was a 
little too quick to criticize Dan 
Quayle and attack the 
Republicans, when he should 
have realized who the other 
candidate was. 
Joseph Sherman 
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1988 Homecoming King/Queen Nominees 
Photos by Deb Willis, Paul Cournoyer and Steohen McPt 
Denise D. Adamian Maria Lobo Lisa Bowman Pat Cordiero 
HeJen V. McGavi'l Dono Salmon Sarah Harrison Karen Coons Erin Onos 
Barbie Daniels Rachael Shannon Jean Lattanzi Jiii coots Gerald LaBelle 
Jim Massari Jim Thomson Joe King. Biii Lawrence 
Lenny McLean Daniel O'Brien-
. . . r~::· {~.:· -.. :·:· 
·. Cbrl' :B~dan Pete Boutin 
r.ndy Kaparis 
. . ' .... ' . ·~ " :·~ ' ~· " 
Timothy Gaines · 
• ,f;I ..... '·· "" .,, ''* - ' ,, .. , ...., .. ~., .... ,. ~ ·ChrlstlM Howard 
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Play the Stock Market gaine and win 
By Marci Hahn 
Comment staff 
Starting November first, col-
lege students across the nation 
will have the chance to play the 
stock portfolios. A toll free 
number has been set up for the 
student stockbrokers for making 
their transactions through the 
"brokers" of Wall Street Games. 
stock market without the worry This game is very realistic, it 
of going bankrupt, by playing simulates the stock market by 
the First Annual AT&T Col- using up to the minute informa-
legiate Investment Challenge. tion and prices via satellite, and 
This challenge is based on· Wall all trading is done during actual 
Street Games, a year old market hours. Each month, 
educational game that actually students will recieve a personal 
re-creates the stock market. Over account statement and a list of 
10,000 students have already current standings, so they can see 
signed up to play, and Tim · how they are competing against 
DeMello, founder of Wall Street other students. Various prizes 
Games, expects almost 20,000 to will be awarded to the top 100 
sign up by the registration dead- players of each month. 
line. The deadline is October 21, 
1988. The registration fee is When the game ends, the ten 
$49.95, a relatively small figure students with the highest stock 
compared to the $200,000 in portfolio.will receive $61,500 in 
prizes AT&T will be. giving cash prizes, with $25,000 going 
away. to the top player. The top ten 
When a player signs up, he or winners and their guests will be 
she will receive . an imaginary flown to New York City for a 
brokerage account of $50,000; a special awards dinner, a broadway 
copy of Standard and Poor's play, a tour of the New York 
Stock Guide; and an informa- Stock Exchange, and of AT&T's 
•'••· ..111n•1•·111iiin,,.e"'t'1t"· ·· ~··fftl"'· .-· "fl"'te~·e~~""I"rtfl!f "~"fft'um1e~· ·ffrre~l'l"'lf'fnrr1tt'......,B~~!i'fIT"'Omt5mtSnes' and" Nef:\v6rk 
hints, for the first time trader. Control Center in New Jersy. 
The game will begin when the Then the top players and their 
stock market opens November 1, guests will be flown to the 
1988 and end on February 28, Bahamas for a week's vacation. 
1989 when the market closes. By The colleges also benefit from 
buying and selling shares, the game. Any school with more 
stud~nts will try to build up their than fifty players will receive 
Comedians.come to BSC 
Ed Regine lies down during his club soda act. 
Photo by Charles Tsouprake 
By Marci Hahn 
.Comment staff 
Club Soda, sponsored by Prog-
ram Campus Committee, hosted 
three comedians .in the Campus 
Center Ballroom last Wednesday 
evening at 8:30. The show was a 
sold out success. 
First up was C.K. Lewis. He 
made jokes about his sisters- one 
sister who is a yuppie and the 
other who is fuppie, a fat ugly 
pig. He shared his experiences.of 
getting caught speeding, growing 
up with sisters, and learning the 
codes of women. He also brought 
attention to his red ~air; which 
was a curse from his parents. 
The second comedian W alli 
Collins had the audience laughing 
with his discussion about dating 
and marriage. He mentioned how 
a woman. tries to impress a man, 
on the first date', by· ordering as 
little as possible in a restaurant. 
For example, the lady would 
order a cruton. On the second 
date, the woman would pull her 
seat up to the salad bar for an 
appetizer. The date gets worse. 
The last comedian, who has 
been a regular for the Program 
Committee's Club Soda, was Ed 
Regine. He sang a rap song that 
· was entitled, "An Ode to my 
Nose." He complained about 
going to the b.each and being 
mistaken for a shark. Jokes 
ranged from the topics of the 
Olympics, Presidential race, and 
being Italian. 
College students who register for the first annual AT&T Collegiate Investment Chaffenge will receive a Standard and Poor1s Stock Guide and a ledger for 
recording th1eir transactions. 
prizes. The ten schools with the 
highest stock portfolio average 
will win free access to an 
electronic news and stock 
quotation service. 
DeMello, 29 1 is a former 
stockbroker from Boston, he 
developed Wall Street Games 
because some people are hesitant 
to play the stock market, and the 
game gives them a working 
knowledge of how the market 
operates~ 
"Underlying the competition 
and the prizes is the educational 
value," DeMello said.· "We think 
whether students ·.finish the 
challenge wiih a million dollars 
or with a thousand doHars, they'll 
have learned a lot about the 
financial market. And they'll have 
hadfun.u 
For rn9re information, or to 
register for the AT & T Collegiate 
Investment Challenge, caU 
1-800-545-1990. 
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THE SHEA DURGIN EXECUTIVE BOARD 
IN HONOR· OF ALCOHOL AWARENESS 
WEEK IS CELEBRATING ALL WEEK LONG. 
OCT 12th- SADD PRESENTS -
"ICE CREAM SOCIAL IN CAFE" 
OCT 13th· SUPRISE FACULTY 
PANEL BREATHALIZER 
OCT 16th to the 20th- COLD TURKEY WEEK 
OCT 18th- AMATEUR COMEDIAN NITE 
OCT 20th- MOCKTAIL BASH 
FEATURING QUARTERS TOURNAMENT 
"REMEMBER SHEA SAYS STAY SOBER" 
Ensemble Theatre 
By Peter Ashworth 
Contributor 
Remember Elvis whether he is 
dead or alive or the music of 
Fabian, Chuch Berry, Connie 
Francis, the Everly Brothers, and 
Bill Hailey and the Comets? All 
this musical style and more 
comes together in the Ensemble 
Theatre's production of Grease, 
the 50's Rock and Roll Musical, 
which is scheduled for the end of 
October. Dr. Stephen Levine of 
the Theatre Arts department di-
rects this romance which takes 
place in the fifties. Sally Anne 
Ward and Todd Poudrier are the 
main actors of the musical along 
with a large cast of students from 
the college. 
Levine has directed several 
shows here at Bridgewater, in-
cluding A ·streetcar Named 
Desire, Equus, and his last mu-
sical Chicago. He had two 
reasons for doing Grease. "I know 
there is a lot of talent out there,." 
Levine said, "I wanted to put 
them on stage. 11 Ninety-seven 
people came to auditions, " ... and 
many talented people were not 
cast .. I've never seen so much 
talent." Fifty-two people were 
cast in a show that originally 
required only sixteen people. 
Second, Levine knew the 
popularity of Grease, the second 
longest running musical on 
Broadway. He said,"There are 
more intellectually challenging 
shows, but this is just plain fun, 
a good time, and good music; so 
far, I've had fun doing it." 
Grease is a basic boy meets 
girl story with the fifties lifestyle 
and setting. The production in-
volves the Burger Palace Boys, 
the Pink Ladies, and the student 
body at Rydell High. It laughs at 
the "greaser" mentality of the 
day. The class rebel and the class 
madonna get together, but are 
plagued by the 'tough' cliques. Its 
music is the music of the fifties 
with songs like "We Go 
Together", "Shakin' at the High 
School Hop", "All Choked Up", 
and "Rock and Roll Party 
Queen." .. 
Anyone who grew up watchmg 
Happy Days or Sha-Na-Na will 
love Grease. It will be at the 
Campus Center Auditorium on 
October 28 & 29 and November 
3,4 & 5 at 8 p.m. Tickets go on 
sale soon. Come and have some 
fun with Ensemble Theatre. . 
Afro-American ociety 
n o e 
Afro-American Society is pleased 
to honor Sheila Colon as 
Member of the Month for 
September. Each month, this 
recognition is given to a member 
who volunteers time and effort, 
demonstrates enthusiasm~ 
commitment, leadership, and 
strongly represents the spirit ef 
Afro-Arri on ~pus. 
StOff photo by P. Cournoyer 
-B.A.I.R.S. club 
By Nicole Rozanski. 
Contributor 
available which enables the 
ultimate skier incredible benefits 
to members. There may be a ski 
Sunday October 2, the Bridge- wear fashion display to show 
water Association for Intra- skiers what is hot and what is not 
murals, Recreation and ·Sport on the slopes. 
(B.A.I.R.S.) went on a canoe trip In February, for skiers, there 
at Massosoit State Park in will be a ski trip. Anyone 
Taunton, which is just one of the interested can sign up for this 
several trips the organization event in front of the bookstore 
sponsors. October 12, 13, and 14. 
The club sponsors the annual . The club offers new 
road racefor Homecoming. . opportunities to students. The 
In late October, there will be a club has a number of on campus 
ski ·swap.. This is ~hen a ski activities such as co-ed intermural 
company comes to Bridgewater ultimate frisbee and speedball. 
State College to sell ski For more information contact the 
equipment at "'good prices." There B.A.l.R.S. office in the back of 
will be Ski International cards Kelly Gyni. 
A canoeing f earn re'tttfr!s. Photo b¥-Nicole Rozanski 
p1 
Timothy Dalton Is James Bond· in "Liscenced Revoked.· 
Design Bond's 
new film- poster 
United Artists Pictures' is have all paid homage to Secret 
sponsoring a J runes Bond- 007 Agent 007 and his women. This 
poster comp.etition. Students competition will help us·to k~p 
have the oppurtllllity to· have the adventure and sophistocation 
their art work considered as part of the legend on the cutting edge 
as the basis for the multi-million well into the '90's." 
dollar advertising campaign for The members of the reviewing 
the upcoming. movie "Liscence ·board for the campaign include 1 ite~8fl!tf." · 1.1 111 · l''it ·' """"""'"'""'~'"'' ~·'ifi('r···:rnm"s ··.producers and 
"Liscence Revoked" is the new executives from United Artists' 
James Bond film starring marketing and creative advertising 
Timothy Dalton. Bond becomes departments. The selection of the 
embroiled 1n a personal vengence winners will be based on 
against Franz Sanchez a Latin originality, creativity, and appro-
American drug dealer played by priateness to the James Bond 
Robert Davi. f:heme and composition. 
The poster contest will award Entries must be completed 
cash scholarships to the top three artwork, including copy, and can 
winners and show private not be smaller than fifteen inches 
screenings of "Liscence Re- by twenty inches. Entries can be 
voked, "to the winner;' school." illustrations, photograph layouts, 
All entrants will receive compli- paintings or drawings in color or 
mentary tickets to see "Liscence black and white. Entries must be 
Revoked" and the film's official postmarked by December l5, 
poster. 1988 and received by Decembe:r 
Judy Schwam, Senior Vice 31, 1988. 
President of Worldwide Publicity For more information and full 
and Promotion says, "The James contest tules, interested students 
Bond films have always· had can write: Spring Greene 
·tremendous influenced on popular Marketing Associates; 110 
cuiture throughout the world. Greene Street; Suite #80 I; New 
Fashion, music, and technology York City, NY 10012. 
Lectures 
Dr. Genevieve Fitzpatrick 
October 18 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Bridgewater Dining Room 
will be lecturing about, 
"AIDS: Safer or Sorrier?" This 
program is sponsored by. the 
Campus Center Program 
Committee. 
November 28 at 7:00 p.m. 
in the Bridgewater Dining 
Room, Dr. Tracy Baldrate will 
, be lecturing on the topic of 
"The Handicapped in Society: 
Society's Real View." The 
Campus Center Program· 
Committee is sponsoring this 
event. 
Music 
Thursday October 6. Traces 
of Red will be performing in 
the Rathskeller from 8:30 
p.m.- 11:00 p.m. Proper I.D. 
required. ·This event is 
sponsored by the Campus 
Program Committee. 
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An education for those who can't look the other way. 
If you gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and 
· helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place for you.At Boston-
Bouve College of Human 
Development Professiol'is 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full 
potential. 
Most of our programs are 
offered on a part-time orfull-
time basis combining class-
room theory with practical, 
hands-on experience. 
Call (617) 4:37-2708 or write 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115 .. 
Master of Science 
Programs 
•Counseling Psychology 
• Exercise Sciences 
·Human Resourc.e 
Counseling 
• Physical Education 
•Recreation, Sport, and 
Fitness Management 
• Rehabllitation Counseling 
• Speech-Language Pathology 
&Audiology 
~aster of Education 
Programs 
• Coumseling 
•Consulting Teacher of 
Reading 
•Curriculum & Instruction 





Non degree Certification 
Programs 
•Counseling 
• Elementary & Secondary 
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Wanted - Students and 
Clubs to join the '88-'89 
Student Travel Services Sales 
Team. Earn CASH and/or Free 
Winter and Spring Break 
vacations. Travel with the best 
to our exciting ski and sun 
destinatiGns. For more 
information call 
1-800-648-4849. 
Writers Wanted for East 
Bridgewater and Bridgewater 
beat. Cover meetings, write 
feature stories. Make your own 
Foreign Service 
Exam for Seniors 
Classifieds 
schedule. Full or part time. 
Salary depended on amount of 
work willing to do. Must have 
own transportation. College 
student encouraged to apply. 
Call Joan at 1-800-292-1555 
10 a.m. till 4 p.m. 
Unusual Ideas to Make 
Money with your home 
computer. $3.00 Lb Ent., 30 
E. 42nd St.#906, NYC, NY 
10017. 
Jobs In Australia -
Immediate Openings for Men 
and Women. $11,000 to 
$60,000. Construction, 
Manufacturing, Secretarial 
Work, Nurses. Engineering, 
Sales. Hundreds of jobs listed. 
Call now! 206-736-7000, ext. 
367A. 
Cruise Ships - Now 
hiring Men and Women. 
Sum mer can Career 
Opportunities (will train). 
Excellent pay plus world 
travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, 
Caribbean, etc. Call now! 
206-736-700, ext. 367C. 
Ride Needed: Weekends 
to Taunton or Rhode Island. 
Will pay gas. Call 697-1546. 
Ask for Carolyn. 
Wanted: Spring Break 
Representative for Leisure 
Time Tours. Call today (612) 
784-2287. 
For Sale: 1987 Hyundai, 4 
drive sedan, 9000 miles, 
excellent condition, resume 
loan $180.00 month. Call . 
697-3557, ask for Greg. 
Announcements 
Campus Reps Needed 
- earn big commissions and 
free trips by selling 
Nassau/Paradise Island, 
Cancun, Mexico and Ski trips 
to Vermont and Colorado. For 
more information call toll free 
1-800-231-0113 or in Ct. 
203-967-3330. 
A·1 EARNING DOLLARS 
Supplies furnished. 
Guaranteed details. Send SASE. 
Write: 
Brights/de 
Box 1190 • Battle Creek, Ml 49016 
mation. C S • 1988 C Please call either horal OCiety . omputer demicachievement,knowledgeof 
1-800-8722-1221 ext 8450 or Bowl Competition a foreign language (where appro-
If h · · · priate), and a clear notion of the 617-659-79223 and request you ave an interest m 
· · b d.dn' kn if th program of study (or research) to If you have ever considered further information about search smgmg ut 1 t ow ere The Computer Museum, 
I b ·t d f th' be undertaken. As applications f, h us D for scholarship and grant money. was a c u sm e or IS Boston, will launch a national 
working or t e . . epartment interest .. Then Join Us! The for both grants are due late in 
Of State, Commerce Dept. or the Also please note our Computer Bowl program this 
Ch al S · t · I ki o b October, prospective applicants Information Agency, you need to advertisement in The Comment. or e ocie Y IS now 00 ng cto er during Computer 
fi · Th Ch al S "ety Le · b · should begin assembling mate-be aware of the upcoming exam or smgers. e or e OCI armng Month y pitting some 
· both l b d I h f rials immediately. these agencies use in selecting Christa McAuliffe is a cu ~ a c ass~ ere o the country's best minds from 
th . I ees It is called the T h I t• you could receive one credit for both East and West Coasts Any senior interested .. in 
err emp oy · eac er ncen 1ve · · · If . · d applying. should make ari'''~~ Fore~gn S~rvice Exam and will .. Gra.l'._'t. ;:exQ:O:I:~,,.;, ,, ""<'' ,,,.,!tm~ ,Y~,~~!:t=~r·'i~~~~=;~~"''' tJ;~__,8'r• .• lftJil•a ,,;;: -~~;';~~:'!19~a~!17.:"'f1:~ ~'!'w~···•'·"'~fi7f1·~ Museum's ~~~t:~;~· ~h::~:~ F~:~!~'. 
a l l·s October 14 1988. A The Department of Academic · or better ye~ come to one of our .education programs,· the event 
PP Y . . ' . rehearsals everv Monday and Octob 7 1988 t Th Hanington 37. for further details booklet descnbmg each agency Affairs isn conjunction with the Wedn dii afte~J betw 3 occurs er , ' a e and application forms. Telephone 
and the positions it has available Office of Financial Aid is pleased d es4 15y moor:is B eedn World Trade Center in Boston, 697-2378 or ext 2347. 
1 h I. · f to announce that applications are an : p.m. m oy en Massachusetts. The award p us t e app 1cat1on orm are A di · · PB s 
available in the Career Planning now being accepted for the u tonum. win-ning television Tutors 
and Placement Office. · Christa McAuliffe Teacher I . program, Computer Chronicles, Earn $5 per hour and make your 
Financial Grant 
Search Service 
A recent· congressional·· study 
estimates that over $q.6. billion 
in student scholarships and loans 
goes unused each year. Why? 
Principally, beeause students and 
parents didn't know these sources 
exist. 
Financial Grant Search Service 
with home office in Norwell, 
~ss. is a computerized research 
and scholarship matching service 
designed to uncover sources of 
educational aid . Financial Grant 
Search provides a computer 
_ assistend program which matches 
students to financial aid sources 
based on the information 
submitted by the student. Once 
these matches are made~ the 
student is supplied with the name 
and address of whom to contact, 
the arnountof financial assistance 
awarded. and on what grounds the 
student is nominally eligible. 
Financial Grant Search Services 
are not only fo:r high school 
students. Adults wanting to 
continue their education, 
housewives and graduate students 
can benefit from the matching 
service. 
Today, over fourbillion dollars 
worth of financial aid information 
is in the computer. ·The. electronic 
data banks are constantly updated 
so the student is· assured of 
complete and up-to-date infor-
Incentive Grant Program for Career p an DI n g will foature this high tech version own hours. Tutors are needed in 
198&-89. This program is Ann ounces Their of the TV classic College Bowl all subject areas, but especially in 
sponsored by the Board of Fall Hours nationwide in two later Accounting, Computer Science, 
Regents and is· . designed to broadcasts. Math, and Foreign Languages. 
:provide grants of $1.000 to The fall 'SS homs for the Office The Museum's commitment to Interested students contact Joanne 
students in ·· Massachusetts of Career P~g and Placement the Bowl program highlights the McKee, Progress/Outreach 
colleges and universities who are: Monday through Friday 9 critical national importance of Office, Harrington Hall, 
agree to teach in a public a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday access and outreach programs 697-1241. 
educational system in the evenings 5 p.m. to 8 p~m. The promoting computer literacy for -----------
Commonwealth. office is located on the ground all. According to a recent Nati 0 n a I security 
Students who are interested in floor of the Rondileau Campus nationwide survey by the Agency Exam 
applying for this grant must be Center. Walk-ins are welcome. If Educational Testing Service, a 
in either their. junior. or senior an appointment is desired, please majority of this country1s young 
year, and enrolled in a full time call 697_1328. · people like computers but know 
program. of study resulting in little or nothing about their 
eligibility for teacher cer~ifi- Upcoming Gra~uate programs or functions. 
cation. Interested applicants must and .Pr v fe SS i 0 n a I The Museum's Bow 1 program is 
also demonstrate financial need as School Admissions one way to help respond to these 
defined by the Financial Aid issues and stimulate computer 
Office. Tests education. . . 
Applications are available in the 
Office of Academic Affairs and 
the Ffoancial Aid Office for those 
students who . meet the above 
criteria~' The deadline for 
completed applications is Mon-
day. October 31, 1988. 
Any student who is interested in 
further information .. before 
applying should contact the. 






SARC - :meetings will be held: 
on Mondays from 6-7 o'clock in 
the J>lymouth County Room; 
Campus ·Center. New members 
are welcome. 
Several national tests required 
for admission ·to a variety of 
, graduate and professional schools 
have one of their deadlines in 
October. Applications and 
additional information are 
available in the CPP Office. The 
exams and their application 
deadlines and test ·dates are a8 
follows: 
Graduate Record. Exam 
(GRE) 
Apply by: 10-31~88 Test: 
12-10-88. 
National . Teacher . Exam 
(Core) 
Apply by: 10~11-88 Test: 
11-12-88. 
Pharmacy (PCA T) 
Apply by: 10-14.;.88 Test: 
11-12~88. 
At the October 7th Bowl, 
longtime tech business rivals 
will tackle question on every-
thing from computer history, 
technology, and business to 
folklore and trivia. 
Grants for Graduate 
Study Abroad 
Seniors who.have an interest in 
studying after graduation may 
wish to know of two possible 
sources of fundfog: Fulbright 
Grants and Rhodes Scholarships. 
Rhodes Scholarships are for 
study at Oxford University only, 
but Fulbright Grants allow for 
graduate work in a wide range of 
countries in Europe, South 
America, Africa, and the· Orient. 
Both· programs require applicants 
to demonstrate . substantial aca-
The National Security Agency 
(NSA) is the government's 
principal intelligence gathering 
agency and is located in 
¥aryland. There are many types 
of positions available including: 
Computer Systems, Language, 
Communications Security, 
Intelligence Research, Crypto-
graphy, Signals Analysis and 
Management and Admini-
stration. All applicants must 
have a minimum GPA of 3.0/4.0 
and Liberal Arts Grads must take 
the agency's test called the PQT 
(Professfonal Qualification Test). 
The test will be offered October 
29, 1988, and the application 
deadline is: October 14, 1988. A 
bulletin and registration form 
are available in the Career 
Planning and Placement Office. 
The majors which are not 
required to take the exam are: 
Computer Science, Mathematics, 
Slavic, Near Eastern and Asian 
language majors. These indi-
viduals can apply directly to the 




This week's player profile Other activities: Softball 
is Kathy McGough, captain Most memorable game: 
of this year's women's field ECAC Keene State 
hockey team. McGough Achievements: 
has been on the field hockey MASCA.CAll-star soph. 
team for three ,;~'''ttOW~ captai11, junior year 
M is a very Goals scored this 
eterinined player who s~ason: 5 
displays· constant leadership Best advice from a 
on and off the field. Here's coach: uYou can always 
·· · · - , -.~ .. ,. ... ~"··':oe;·reptacea:'f" ·.·· ,. 
N~:l!le; ·.Kathy Mc Gough 
ClaSS: 19.90 
High sclio6i:~Jo·seph 
Case High School, Class of 
1986·· ··. '.. .-T~a111·:.BSCWqmetiis 
Fiel.d Hockey, . . ; 
Nurober of Years on 
team:Three 
Position: Rigl1t)in1c . 
Men's Soccer 
Favorite quo_te: "If you 
can't be good, be good at 
it." ' 
,Favorite Pro sport: 
Basketball 
What do you;like best 
about BSC:?~t ·.:ithefriends 
I've made~''. ::·_··~e··:· "' ·.,;; 
Goals.for the seasoliN· .. ; , .. 
"to win the ECAC and ··2·' 
qualify forNCAA,':\~ 
BSC 0 UMass-Boston 3 
BS C 0 Stonehill 1 
Women's Soccer 
BSC 2 North Adams 1 
BSC 0 Colby 1 
Football 
BSC 28 Fitchburg State 0 
·Men's Rugby 
BSC 20 Framingham State 4 
Field Hockey 
'' '~H BSC 0 Bentley College 2 
BSC 4 . Pine Manor College· 
Waterpolo 
;.-.:';. 
BSC 4 Colby 4 
Men's Tennis 
BSC 3 Fitchburg State 6 
BSC 6 Worcester State 3 
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AOP A benefits give 
your career a boost 
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association offers a special invitation to 
college pilots. AOP A's unique benefits and personal pilot services put students 
at the leading edge of aviation. AOPA information and assistance keep 
members posted on the latest developments in aviation technology, news, 
regulations and legislation that affect you and your aviation future. This 
assistance makes AOPA the idea] f~ying partner for any serious aviator. 
Other AOPA membership benefits include: 
. l 
• Flight training loans at low interest rates ~ 
• Twelve monthly issues of PILOT magazine 
• Discounts on FAPA employment services 
• Toll-free access to pilot specialists 
• -Flight planning assistance 
• Full-time general aviation lobby 
• Free Handbook for Pilots or Airports LISA 
• Automatic flying-only accident insurance 
Put all of AOP A's resources to work for you for only a $35 annual member- . 
ship fee. Call toll-free today or contact your AOPA campus representc.1tive: 
Call Michael Cobb 
1 ... soo-USA-AOPA 
for more information 585-3212 
... 
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OLD~----
"The Quality Leader" 
East Bridgewater 
presents 
SUPER ST,UDENT SPECIAL 
(508) 690-1100 
649 Oak Str~ (Rte 14) .• E. Brid2ewater 
(Centrally located, only 10 minutes from the College) 
Tanning _ 
''' ••• 
33,000 sq ft Workout Area 
Aerobics 
Nautilus/ Ram Fitness Equipment 
Racquetball 
Fully equipped locker room: sauna, steam room and whirlpool 
Friendly, professional staff 




MARK'S PUB open to the public 
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Weekend sports action Sports Shorts 
Soccer- Domingos Leal.(Staff photo by 
Paul Cournoyer) 
.. EJ:MD'lt'elr.iflic5omm Egan (Stott photo by 
Paul Cournoyer) 
~ 
• ·r..;:"W 13 ••• - • f
"" 1 r:~ 
ACT 
NOW! 
Rugby- Chris Murphy (front) and Rick 
Domon.(Staff photo by A. Cornacchioli) 
Football- Rob Charters Cl 8) and Rich Rao (63) 
(Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer) 
Men's Soccer 
The Mens Soccer team's 
winning streak came to a halt 
this past weekend when they 
hosted UMass Boston. 
U~fass scored first, second, and 
last as Charlie Keskinidis placed 
all three goals deep in Bridge-
water's net. . 
After losing Mike Meers in the 
first half to an injury. the Bears 
were unsuccessful in launching 
an attack against UMass. 
The Bears look to get back in 
the win column with their next 
home game, Thursday at 3:30. 
Cross Country 
Who are the unsung heroes of 
Bridgewater State College? One 
needs to look no f urthcr than the 
BSC Cross Country team. With 
talent exuding from the three top 
runners, Norman Atchue, Mel 
Gonsalves and Mike Kearnan, 
they consistently lead the team to 
victory. 
This past weekend at the Rhode 
~s1and Invitational, both Atchue 
and Gonsalves placed well in the 
top ten from a group of 170 
run:-iers, with the rest of the team 
making a fine showing as well. 
The team 1s next track meet for 
both the men and women will be 
Saturday, October 8 at the Cod-
fish Invitational. 
bur 10 Year Old Service will 
match your qualifications to financial aid 
sources using compu,ers 
RESULTS ••. GUARANTEED! 
Send Today for Free Information 
NORWELL rNSURANCE ,AGENCY 
341 WASHINGTON STREET 
NORWELL, MA 02061 
(417) 659. 7923 
Field Hockey 
The Field Hockey team battled 
Pine Manor College for a 4-0 
victory on Tuesday. 
Scoring the winning goals for 
the Lady Bears were Kathy 
McGough with three and 
Kathleen Carney with one. 
The team will be on the road 
for their next two game~. 
Women's Soccer 
The Women's Soccer team went 
1-1 last week after their two 
games. 
Friday the team played against 
Colby College, losing 1-0. 
Despite the fact that Bridgewater 
State lost, they played a very 
strong game. Bridgewater was 
always on the ball, Laking many 
shots at the goal. Once again the 
problem was with finishing. 
Bridgewater won Sunday's home 
game against North Adams State 
2-1. In the first half Bridgewater 
seemed to share the field with 
North Adams, where as in the 
second half, they dominated it. 
Kerri O'Rourkc scored .the first 
goal for Bridgewater. O'Rourke 
scored the second with an assist 
from Kara Kennedy. 
The team's next home game 
will be against \.VPI on Thursdt1y. 
October 6 at 3:30 in front of the 
bill. 
rlij, ·~~'---K.· 
i ..... • 
FINANCIAL GRANT 
SEARCH SERVICE 
', F.: '"" . II 'I ._ .. .,,..,..,,, 
.. . .. ~ .. ·-
......... ,..... .. ... .. .. .... .. . . . ...... Q ... Q 
Matching Scholarahlpa and Flnanclal Aid 
to Quallfylng Student• 
341 Washington Street , 
. Norwell, MA 02061 


















(ONE PER PERSON) 
~-
28-0 victory for Football team 
Bears score 4 touchdowns against Fitchburo- State 
- b 
By Pau! Cournoyer BSC's punter, went into the Bears pressed on to the three 
Comment staff game and passed to Jeff Lane for yard line, where Charters scored 
All the yelling, screaming, 
and handclapping in the world 
\vasn't enough to save the 
Fitchburg State Falcons from 
our own Bridgewater Bears. The 
Bears bombed the Falcons off 
the field 28 to 0, this past 
Saturday after making 
adjustments in the first quarter. 
The first touchdown came in 
the second quarter. Lead by Rob 
Charter, BSC brought the ball 
down ·the field. Through a 
penalty call and getting caught 
behind the line of scrimage the 
Bears seemed to be going in the 
wrong direction. It was fourth 
down and BSC was forced to 
punt, as it would seem". 
However. Chuck Lindberg, 
a 38 yard touchdown catching his second touchdown of the dny 
the Falcons off guard. BSC by sljpping through the 
increased ~heir lead later in the Falcon's defense. 
quarter when 1fark Sarkisian ran The Falcons \Vere making 
for another touchdown. desperate attempts to score by 
The third quarter was throwing long passes. They 
highlighted when Sean Frazier almost succeeded. Late in the 
made an interception putting fourth quarter, the Falcon 
BSC in scoring position again. quarterback threw to a receiver, 
Charters then drove into the end who was wide open, near the 
zone scoring the third one yard line. The receiver, 
touchdown of the day. however, dropped the ball. 
By the fourth quarter the After a Falcon's fumble the ball 
Bears were rolling strong and was recovered by BSC. 
seemed to be unstoppable. After With this victory the Bears 
BSC's Mark Goldman blocked record is now even at 2-2. 
the Falcon's . punt attempt, Saturday the team will face 
Charters passed to the one yard SMU away. October 15th 
line, although the ball was Framingham State comes to 
brought back to the eleven yard town for the Homecoming game 
line due to a BSC penalty. The at 1:00. 
Can't catch me: Framingham ruggers attempt to take 
down Captain Allen Hebb in Saturday's rugby game. 
(Staff photo by Angela Cornacchioli) 
Men's Rugby defeats 
~~~~-........ ~ ..... ~~A.,.~-,,,,,,,,,,,., 
Ouchi A Bears defenseman crushes a Falcon player after a reception. The Bears 
- shut out the Falcons 28-0. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer) 
Waterpolo team in first J2lace; 
Beats Bates College and ties Colby College 
This past weekend the 
B.ridgewater. State Water Polo 
Club upped its record to 3-0-1 to 
remain in first place in the New 
England Small College Water 
Polo Conference. 
The team travelled to Bates 
College in Lewiston Maine to 
compete against last years top 
two finishing clubs of the 
N .E.S .C. W .P .C. Championship 
Tournament, Bates and Colby. 
The first game pitted BSC 
against Colby, one of the 
strongest teams in the conference. 
In what most BSC players 
consider to be the "worst 
officiated game of the season", 
the Bears held their own after 
continual controversial calls. 
Perhaps the most controversial 
call came when goal-tender Jamie 
Goodrich was called to sit out a 
penalty. This Ieft BS C with no 
experienced goalie in the cage. 
Consequently a goal was scored. 
11I've never heard of such a 
thing," said a disgruntled 
Goodrich after the game. "In 
every other sport, (as well as this 
one) another player usually sits 
out for the goalie." 
In the end, however, the game 
was tied 4-4 and both teams 
agreed on the quality, or lack of 
quality, of the refereeing. The 
BSC offense of Scott Goodrich, 
Matt Gillis, Mark Patterson, arid 
Jamie Goodrich as well the 
defense of Bob Hoefer, Darry 1 
-Aviza, Tom Mahoney, and Karl 
Hoffman , s hawed no lack of 
quality. 
The second game matched up · 
B SC and Bates, last years 
tournament winners. Anyone 
who saw the game knows that 
they will not repeat. The Bears 
crushed them. Right from the 
opening swim-off BSC outswam, 
outscored, and simply outplayed 
Bates. The offense was 
unstoppable scoring twelve goals 
while the defense was 
,. impenatrable, allowing only four 
goals. Bridgewater showed the 
crowd that they are the team to 
beat this year. · 
Other players who saw action 
and performed in the BSC 
tradition were Heather Lambert, 
Denise Murphy, Kathy Sugrue, 
Denis Prinderville and Julie 
Knibbs. 
By Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff 
The Bridgewater State Men's 
Rugby team ruled their game 
Saturday as they easily defeated 
Framingham State College 
20-4. 
Some quick passing by the 
Visigoth backs set the pace for 
Saturday's rugby game. 
Co-Captain Chris Murphy 
and Gary Parziale combined to 
get the ball down to 
Framingham territory in the 
first minutes of the game. · 
Next three scrumdowns at the 
five meter mark, all won by 
the Visigoths, set up the 
opening try scored by Rich 
Elwell for four points. 
Shortly after that a Visigoth 
line out was successfully 
caught by BSC and worked 
along the field vertically by the 
backs. This put the ball out of 
bounds for another line out 
which was also won by BSC. 
The scrum worked the ball to 
Chuck Doherty who easily ran 
into the try zone for another 
four points. 
The ball was continually in 
Framingham territory as the 
Visigoth scrum simply 
overpowered their opponents. 
Mike Petrillo pressed through 
. next to score a try, downing 
the ball near the center to set 
up excellent field position for 
the conversion kick, Dan 
Coady succesfully executed the 
kick adding two more points to 
the Visigoths lead of 14-0. 
In the last minutes of the 
.;half Marc Mespelli powere(iby 
Framingham for another 
Visigoth try. The conversion 
kick by Coady was good 
sending Bridgewater into 
halftime with a 20~0 lead. 
In second half Framingham 
came alive scoring one try to 
gain four points. However they 
were shut down shortly after 
by the Visigoths, allowing 
them to score no more. 
Late in the game Parziale 
made a last attempt to score as 
~e sprinted down the open 
field. After a call by the referee 
the ball was placed back to the 
middle of the field stopping the 
Qtj_ve~. · 
This year's team is ·lead by , 
Co-Captains Allen Hebb and 
Chris Murphy. Members of 
the team are: Paul Cangiano, 
. Bill Capplis. Dan Coady. 
Mike Coller, Chuck Doherty, 
Paul Doyle, Joe Foglietta, 
E>avid Genest, Craig Hall, 
Robert Hayes, Ken Hentschel 
Bill Hunt, Davis Jensen~ F'. 
Scott Longo, George Martin, 
Kevin McCarthy, Chris 
Mazeika, Brian Mel viii, Marc 
Mespelli. Chris Murphy, Tony 
Navarro, Gary Parziale. Mike 
Petrillo, Dave Powers, Allen 
Scott, Dan Solari, Jeff 
Sutherland, Ed Swirbalus, and 
MikeZeole. 
Saturday the Visigoths hit 
the road to face Nichols 
College. Homecoming 
Saturday the Visigoths will be 
back home challenging 
Worcester State. 
